Chapter – 1
ENVIRONMENT
Worksheet - 1
Choose the correct option:
1. Environment is the ________ that surround any living organism.
a) Place
b) People
c) Things
d) All of the above
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2. The thin layer of air that surrounds the earth is _____.
a) Hydrosphere
b) Atmosphere
c) Lithosphere
d) Hemisphere
3. A thin layer of soil covers the _________.
a) Atmosphere
b) Hydrosphere
c) Lithosphere
d) All of the above

4. Which is not a component of human environment?
a) Land
b) Religion
c) Community
d) None of these
5. Which is a threat to environment?
a) Growing plant
b) Growing population
c) Growing crops
d) None of these
6. Which vehicle does not pollute the environment?
a) Cycle
b) Bus

c) Aeroplane
d) All of the above
7. Which of these is not a natural environment?
a) Mangrove
b) Desert
c) Terrarium
d) Coral reef
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8. On Earth, the portion of the upper mantle and the crust are together
known as its ___________.
a) Biosphere
b) Lithosphere
c) Hydrosphere
d) Ecosphere
9. The most important layer of the atmosphere is:
a) Troposphere
b) Thermosphere
c) Mesosphere
d) None the these

10. As we go up the layers of the atmosphere, the pressure:
a) Increases
b) Decreases
c) Remains the same
d) None the these
Answer the following Questions.

11. What all are the part of our environment?
12. Name some animals found in deserts.
13. What comprises natural environment?

14. What do you understand by the term “Ecosystem”?
15. Describe lithosphere and hydrosphere.
16. Give an account of the atmosphere.
17. Compare and contrast the climatic conditions of Kerala and Rajasthan.

18. What has brought a change in interaction between humans and their
surroundings?
19. Explain with examples the different components of environment.
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20. Describe the impact of human activity on the natural environment.

